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     Abstract-In the recent years of the distributed computing, 

many trends have been emerged for the benchmarking of the 

self adaptive systems. Even though architecture of the 

software framework for evaluating and benchmarking of the 

self adaptive distributed system proposed a meaningful way 

for understanding the benchmarks.  It will not be given the 

precise view of the different benchmarks, In this  paper , 

using of the radar charts  in the framework of  software 

component was proposed ,which  gives the coherent view of 

the different metrics. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Traditionally, handling changing requirements, 

faults, or upgrades on different kinds of software-based 

systems have been tasks performed as a maintenance 

activity conducted by human operators at design or 

development time. However, factors such as uncertainty in 

the operational environment, resource variability, or the 

critical nature of some systems which cannot be halted in 

order to be changed, have lead to the development of 

systems able to reconfigure their structure and behaviour at 

run time in order to improve their operation without any 

human intervention.  This kind of systems, which typically 

operate using an explicit representation of their structure 

and goals, has been studied within different research areas 

of software engineering (e.g., component-based 

development, requirements engineering, software 

architectures, etc.) and described with different names, 

which put their emphasis on different aspects. From those 

different names (self-healing, self-managed systems, etc.) 

Those are called Self Adaptive sytems .Metrics are always 

domain specific which evaluates the performance of the 

self adaptive systems and it is always problem specific ,as 

such it is hard or even impossible to mention  a metric 

which is useful to every domain.In this  paper  ,  a radar 

chart was proposed in the context of the software systems . 

 

II.  RELATED WORK  

[1]Describes the use of Declarative Benchmarking 

Definition Language (DBDL),  and  Architecture of the 

software framework for evaluating and  benchmarking self-

adaptive distributed systems.  Regarding  the radar charts  

and its advantages was mentioned in [2]. In this paper we 

will be using Radarcharts for clear explanation of  different 

domain specific metrics. 

III.  RADAR CHARTS 

 
Radar charts also called spider charts, polar charts, 

or kiviat charts are a form of a graph that allows a visual 

comparison between several quantitative or qualitative 

aspects of a situation, or when charts are drawn for several 

situations using the same axes, a visual comparison 

between the situations may be made. A radar chart shows 

one axis for each aspect of a situation. Close to the center 

are the low values for the axis, and near the edge of the 

graph the high values are located. Such charts often show a 

current situation compared to some target. In the context of 

software systems, a certain solution or system can be 

considered as one situation and as such a radar chart offers 

a graphical display of the differences between actual and 

ideal performance and is useful for defining performance 

and identifying strengths and weaknesses of different 

solutions. Performance can depend on several aspects each 

represented in the radar chart. .We  are going to visualize 

the different benchmark situations arised in the  Case 

Study: MarsWold [1]. 

 
fig: results of the evaluation of the marsworld scenario for three different settings on three areas with different size.every setting was evaluated 50 times. the 

values in the parentheses express the speed up of time with respect to setting three for the respective area size. 

Area 

Size 

 

Mean Time 

in Setting 1 

(time units) 

Mean Time 

in Setting 2 

(time units) 

 

Mean Time 

in Setting 3 

(time units) 

Small 57.6 (+19%) 59.4 (+16%) 70.8 
Medium 235.7 (+48%) 231.7(+49%) 449.4 

Large 543.9 (+49%) 456.6 (+58%) 1071.6 
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In a This experiment, the prototype has been used 

to benchmark a distributed scenario called MarsWorld. In 

this scenario three different autonomous component types 

cooperate in order to explore ore on the Mars. The first 

type, called sentry, is responsible for analysing whether 

certain places contain ore resources. A second type, called 

producer, is in charge of exploiting detected ore resources. 

Finally, a type called carrier is responsible for transporting 

ore to a factory. This MarsWorld scenario has been 

benchmarked in order to evaluate the outcome of two 

different coordination strategies. In the first setting all 

autonomous component types are moving on the area and 

initially determining their next destination by random. 

Additionally, the autonomous components are also sharing 

all visited destinations. Therefore, they determine their 

following destination again randomly but exclude 

destinations that have already been visited by them or the 

other  components. The second setting extended this 

coordination functionality with an additional behavior. As 

soon as a sentry has found ore resources on a position in 

the area it informsalso a carry agent, i.e. in addition to the 

producer agent which is also called as it was in the first 

setting. The idea of this behavior is to speed up the whole 

process. These two settings where compared to a third 

setting called basic setting. This setting did not contain the 

features of sharing already visited destinations neither the 

additional coordination functionality of setting two. 

Therefore, this third setting is well suited to benchmark the 

effect of the different coordination strategies mentioned 

previously.  

 

 
 

Table I depicts the results from 50 evaluation runs for each 

setting. It shows the time, i.e. mean value, that was 

required to find, exploit and transport all ore deposits from 

the area. The table also reveals that the scenario has been 

evaluated for three areas with different size: small, medium 

and large. In general the results reveal the speed up of time 

that can be reached with the coordination strategies. For 

each evaluation of setting one and two the speed up is 

denoted in parentheses in table I with respect to the time 

required for setting three for the same area size. Even for a 

small area the speed up is significant and for an area with 

medium respective large size it is in fact very high. The 

results also reveal that the additional coordination function 

of setting two pays off only for large areas. Setting two can 

therefore be used as a benchmark for this application and 

other settings have to ”compete” against this configuration

All the information depicted in the table 1 was 

shown comprehensively in a single radar chart .By single 

glance we can say that a setting 3 can be observed as a 

default benchmark

. 
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IV. RADAR CHARTS IN THE  ARCHITECTURE OF THE SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATING 

AND BENCHMARKING SELF-ADAPTIVE DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS. 

 

 

It has been given  Detailed description about the 

architecture in [1].  By taking the quick recall at the 

architecture,The benchmarking manager is responsible for 

all aspects that are related to the runtime management. It is 

responsible for the execution of the specified sequences at 

the right time. The benchmarking manager is also 

responsible for monitoring the termination condition of the 

conducted benchmark.For certain scenarios, it might be 

helpful to have a control center which gives (status) 

information about currently executed benchmarks. On the 

one hand, the control center offers an online visualisation 

component to obtain information about important metrics. 

Also, the online visualisation offers the possibility 

to stimulate discussions between software developers and 

domain experts about the characteristics of the self-

adaptive software system in early stages of the 

development process. On the other hand, the control center 

has a component called manual injection. It supports the 

manipulation of conducted benchmarks at runtime since it 

allows changing the configuration of the SuT via the 

CRUD interface.   

Finally, the software architecture contains a 

reporting component. It offers the possibility to search for  

already conducted benchmarks and helps to identify 

settings that have already been benchmarked or that have 

still to be done.  

Moreover, it can visualise the results of already 

conducted experiments. Obviously, the reporting 

component requires interaction with a database.They are 

very useful when a relatively small number of samples 

need to be compared and the number of variables or factors 

to look at is large. 

We will be using radar charts in the reporting component  

to better support offline visualization.Since they are well 

suited to depict different metrics in the same diagram.  

In this architecture the radar charts with  the 

Reporting  Component,this is mainly because, entire 

benchmarks was reported  here with the different 

metrics.,so for the easy visualization of the entire 

benchmarks Moreover, it can visualise the results of 

already conducted experiments.for easy view of the 

different benchmarks radar charts  had  been used here.  

Radar chart can be defined as arelevant way to 

judge functional adequacy of a self adaptive system. An  

ideal system is on the radar center because it outperforms  

the other in all the dimensions. Radar chart 

  Allow us to apply these metrics in overall evaluation and 

comparison approach. Because of these different solutions 

can be compared along with the multiple dimensions. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the main advantage  is visualization 

of different metrics  in the single radar chart, there by 

getting the benchmarks  that are conducted for the self 

adaptive systems. As a Future works ,radar charts can be 

used in the online visualization also,along with the reusable 

metrics. 
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